Production: the Wind Industry continues to increase the dimensions of wind turbines. Especially offshore where wind companies count on blades longer
than 60m –no end in sight here. While turbine power goes up so does the expectation towards the manufacture´s performance.
VDI news, Düsseldorf, 13.1.2012
“Humans begin to reach their physical limits.” Thus Jens Kulenkampff, described the status quo of wind industry on the conference “Wind Turbine Blade
Manufacture” in Düsseldorf. The group leader for processing of rotor blades of Repower, Hamburg, said with respect to ever growing dimensions: “Some
time ago, a worker could easily hand over a blade. With depths of now 5.5m these times are gone”.
The solution to the problem as he sees it: automation of rotor production. According to him robots have already taken over some jobs like in finishing. “The
sanding of blades is becoming a hazard to a worker´s health because of vibration und ergonomical factors”, the expert for process technology explained.
In addition to this a manual process- such as blade finishing- for him bares the risk of heavy deviations in the working product. He therefore recommends
process automation on critical parts that require a high and repeated accuracy.
Of this, José Ángel Navarro, General Manager of the automation developing company IDPSA, Madrid, was convinced as well. “Automation increases product
quality. Simultaneously it helps decrease production time and costs” the expert for robotics explained. IDPSA reported they developed a robotic system
especially for blade manufacturing. They also reported they used this on a 40m blade to reduce finishing time from 150hours to mere a 10hours – which is a
decline by 93%.
Key to success: versatility. “Automation technology provides for the integration of several production steps into one single process”, Navarro stresses. Thus,
he said, it is possible to do the following with one and the same robot – by only changing the tool at the tip of its head: sanding, cutting, inspection and
measurement and lastly drilling. The measured data guarantees full traceability of production parameters. In case of damage, the knowledge of the state of
the blade over time enables producers to probe that it was delivered in perfect condition.
IDPSA said they were using a drum sander and an orbital sander. Combined with their especially developed robot guidance system this provides for
accuracies of 1mm. thus a crucial claim of the wind industry is satisfied. “Accuracy and very even surfaces are a condition so that coating can be applied to
the blade. Finishing was never more important than today because of that”, Navarro said.
The important role coatings play was underline by Repower whish saw potentials for automation in this field as well. “The thickness of coatings is important
for blade quality and can be controlled far more well by robot than by hand”, Kulenkampff explained in Dusseldorf.

In applying coatings, Frank Weise, CEO of Vestas Blades, Lauchhammer, justified the use of fully automated technology – as expectations to surface quality
are ever rising due to increasing blade length and velocity. “Classic gel coats reach their limits once environmental factors such as UV-rays and increased
sand and acid concentrations in the atmosphere join in”, said Weise.
However, he is of the opinion that the use of robots in blade finishing is only justified if the manufactures are fully capable of the form-giving process. “The
use of robotic systems poses high requirements concerning tolerances of form and position. Satisfying these takes its time”, he stresses at the conference.
Limits of robot-based production were stresses by Kulenkampff as well. “Despite the growing number of applications of robot technology, you cannot
automate the entire process yet. Important steps are missing”, the expert for process technology said. For example, the laying down of glass fiber on the
blade is still carried out by hand. While there are parallels to the tape laying-process of airplane industries, this process does not produce the needed
outputs of several tons per day.
Kulenkampff sums it up: The enormous dimensions of wind plants forbid the 1:1 –adaptation of processes from other industries. The ever growing size is on
the one hand the biggest drive and on the other hand the bigger obstacle of automation in wind industry – a dilemma as he sees it.
This could be changed by introducing modular production. “Modular production is a decisive question for wind industry”, Kulenkampff judged.
Weise thought in the same direction. “As soon as it becomes possible, transport will be a lot easier”, Vestas CEO said. This might be important as
manufacturers already look at 80 – 90m blades for use offshore.
Yet the improved transport and adaptation of technology would come at a price – as Kulenkampff thinks. This is because the positive qualities of fiber
composites – strength combined with lightness – are best used when the fiber is uninterrupted in the direction of loading. “Because of this screwing and
bolting are not appropriate for these materials”, Kulenkampff explained.
Therefore, modular production has not yet been realized. Kulenkampff: “The remains a major goal of wind industry”
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